
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Retail Price Matrix

K3VL Pumps & Accessories

effective APR 1, 2017

Units - K3VL Pumps 1.05

K3VL Series Pumps

K3VL28 K3VL45 K3VL60 K3VL80 K3VL112 K3VL140 K3VL200

Base Retail Price     (K3VL80/B-10RSS - L0) $1,836.00 $2,094.00 $2,457.00 $3,081.00 $4,724.00 $5,805.00 $8,435.00

Special Fluid Options - Retail Price Adders (K3VL80/A W 10RSS- L0)

Code Shaft Type

- Standard $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

V All seals viton for high temperature $278.00 $278.00 $278.00 $361.00 $361.00 $361.00 $523.00

W Outfitted to run water glycol RFQ $405.00 $405.00 $436.00 $552.00 $552.00 RFQ

Through Drive Options - Retail Price Adders (K3VL80/A - 10RSS - L0)

Code Through Drive

0 without through drive $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

S Through Drive capable type - $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

N Through drive with cover $20.00 $33.00 $33.00 $34.00 $34.00 $34.00 $34.00

R Rear port type - $87.00 $87.00 $91.00 $91.00 $91.00 $91.00

A SAE A pattern through drive with spline coupling $105.00 $145.00 $145.00 $122.00 $175.00 $175.00 $622.00

B SAE B pattern through drive with spline coupling $165.00 $230.00 $230.00 $306.00 $429.00 $429.00 $947.00

BB SAE BB pattern through drive with spline coupling - $230.00 $230.00 $306.00 $429.00 $429.00 $947.00

C SAE C 2 bolt pattern through drive with spline coupling - - - $366.00 $439.00 $439.00 $1,004.00

C4 SAE C 4 bolt pattern through drive with spline coupling - - - $413.00 $496.00 $496.00 $1,004.00

CC SAE CC pattern through drive with spline coupling - - - - $439.00 $439.00 $1,004.00

D SAE D pattern through drive with spline coupling - - - - $478.00 $478.00 $1,354.00

E SAE E pattern through drive with spline coupling - - - - - - $1,660.00

Direction of Rotation Options - Retail Price Adders (K3VL80A - 10RSS - L0)

Code Direction of Rotation Type

R Clockwise view from shaft $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

L C. Clockwise view from shaft $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Mounting Flange & Shaft Options - Retail Price Adders (K3VL80/A - 10RSS - L0)

Code Mounting Flange Type

S SAE Spline shaft /SAE 2-hole (4 hole for K3VL112 & 140) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

K SAE key shaft /SAE 2-hole (4 hole for K3VL112 & 140) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

M ISO key shaft /ISO 2-hole (4 hole for K3VL112 & K3VL 140) $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

R SAE-C Spline Shaft  & SAE D Mount (for K3VL112 / 140) - - - $51.00 $51.00 -

C 112/140: SAE C Spline shaft /SAE C 2-hole - - - ($556.00) $0.00 -

X 112/140: SAE C Key shaft /SAE C 2-hole - - - ($556.00) $0.00 -

W 112/140: SAE CC Spline shaft /SAE C 2-hole - - - ($445.00) $0.00 -

Y 112/140: SAE CC Key shaft /SAE C 2-hole - - - ($445.00) $0.00 -

T 45: SAE B spline, 112/140: SAE C Spline shaft with standard mounting $0.00 $0.00 - $48.00 $48.00 -

F 200 SAE F Splined shaft & E mount - - - - - $375.00

Flange Port Screw Options - Retail Price Adders (K3VL80/A - 10RSS - L0)

Code Shaft Type

S SAE UNF screw $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

M Metric screw $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Control Options - Retail Price Adders (K3VL80/A - 10RSS - L0)

Code Control Type

P0 Pressure cutoff $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

PN Pressure cutoff, with integrated unloading (AC power) $473.00 $473.00 $498.00 $796.00 $796.00 $796.00

PN Pressure cutoff, with integrated unloading (DC power) $453.00 $453.00 $477.00 $774.00 $774.00 $774.00

PV Pressure cutoff, with fine-resolution proportional control (DIN connector) $1,593.00 $1,593.00 $1,679.00 $2,319.00 $2,319.00 $2,319.00

PV2 Pressure cutoff, with standard-resolution proportional control (DIN) $635.00 $635.00 $669.00 $916.00 $916.00 $916.00

PV2 Pressure cutoff, with standard-resolution proportional control (Deutsch) $719.00 $719.00 $756.00 $910.00 $910.00 $910.00

L0 Load sensing & pressure cutoff $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

L1 Load sensing (without bleed orifice)  &  pressure cutoff $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

LN Load sensing & pressure cutoff, with integrated unload  (AC power) $473.00 $473.00 $498.00 $796.00 $796.00 $796.00

LN Load sensing & pressure cutoff, with integrated unload  (DC power) $453.00 $453.00 $477.00 $774.00 $774.00 $774.00

LV Load sensing & pressure cutoff, with  fine-resolution proportional  control (DIN) $1,593.00 $1,593.00 $1,679.00 $2,319.00 $2,319.00 $2,319.00

LV2 Load sensing & pressure cutoff, with  standard-resolution proportional  control (DIN) $635.00 $635.00 $669.00 $916.00 $916.00 $916.00

LV2 Load sensing & pressure cutoff, with  standard-resolution proportional  control (Deutsch) $719.00 $719.00 $756.00 $910.00 $910.00 $910.00

Control Options - Retail Price Adders (K3VL80/A - 10RSS - L0C)

**C Stiffer springs for differential pressure $24.00 $24.00 $28.00 $28.00 $28.00 $28.00

Special Higher standby pressure $63.00 $63.00 $73.00 - - -

 



 

Control Options - Retail Price Adders (K3VL80A - 10RSS - L0 /1-L)

Code Control Type

Blank without horsepower control $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

/1-S* with HP control/ Special lower setting spring $471.00 $471.00 $518.00 $518.00 $518.00 $518.00

/1-L* with HP control/ Lower setting spring $471.00 $471.00 $518.00 $518.00 $518.00 $518.00

/1-M* with HP control/ Medium setting spring $471.00 $471.00 $518.00 $518.00 $518.00 $518.00

/1-H* with HP control/ Higher setting spring $471.00 $471.00 $518.00 $518.00 $518.00 $518.00

/1-** with HP control/ Non standard setting  w/ existing spring $462.00 $462.00 $513.00 $513.00 $513.00 $513.00

/1-** with HP control/ Non standard setting w/ new spring $524.00 $524.00 $580.00 $580.00 $580.00 $580.00

/1-A*** w/ Power Shift HP control,  Pilot- or Solenoid-style RFQ RFQ RFQ RFQ RFQ RFQ

/1-E0 with Electric flow control $1,405.00 $1,405.00 $1,479.00 $1,479.00 $1,479.00 $1,479.00

/1-E1 tba tba tba tba

/1-E2 $1,625.00 $1,625.00 $1,625.00 $1,486.00

/1-E3 $2,175.00 $2,175.00 $2,175.00 $2,175.00

/1-Q0 Positive flow control $1,299.00 $1,299.00 $1,368.00 $1,368.00 $1,368.00 $1,368.00

/1-00 with Torque Limit opening on case, covered with blanking plate $353.00 $353.00 $229.00 $229.00 $229.00 $229.00

Tandem option

Code Shaft Type

To add a pump on the back of other pump $295.37 $295.37 $271.89 $274.13 $274.13 $274.13

Accessories - K3VL Pumps
K3VL Series Pumps

K3VL28 K3VL45 K3VL60 K3VL80 K3VL112 K3VL140 K3VL200

Electric Flow Control - 110V AC C-B10-A100-21

Electric Flow Control - 220V AC C-B10-A200-21

Electric Flow Control - 110V AC with ramp time adjustmentC-B10-A100-21-DEL

Electric Flow Control - Direct input KC-B10-10

Electric Flow Control - Amp (9-36VDC) - DIN Solenoid Mount, Lynch PN ; LEPGX $535.00 $535.00 $535.00 $535.00 $535.00 $535.00 $535.00

Electric Flow Control - Amp (9-36VDC) - DIN Rail Mount,  Lynch PN ; LEPSX $535.00 $535.00 $535.00 $535.00 $535.00 $535.00 $535.00

Tandem kit $22.00 $22.00 $25.00 $27.00 $27.00 -

Resonator

 Electric flow control (pilot type)Molded Deutsch connector, 24V Solenoid

 Electric flow control (pilot type)Molded Deutsch connector, 12V Solenoid

 Electric flow control (pilot  operating type)Molded AMP connector, 24V Solenoid


